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Student Exhibits

Beasts Within, Beasts Without
Michael McClure was not looking to explore the nature of man; he wanted to sink his
canines in, tear it apart with his claws, and let the blood trickle down his naked chest. The poet,
and his work as a novelist, playwright, essayist, and journalist, has been anchored in nature from
the start, and he has spent the sixty-one years following the 1955 Six Gallery reading, wrestling
with the complex relationship between humankind and nature. The artifacts encased in the Beat
State of Mind exhibit—Meat Science Essays (1963), The Beard (1967), Ghost Tantras (1969)
and more—represent McClure at his most raw and primal. The sixties mark a period of time
during which McClure, fueled by hallucinogenic drugs, takes his internal exploration and quest
of redefining and repositioning man in nature as far as he can before coming to the realization
that the life, significance, and responsibility of the poet must exist as part of a planetary
ecosystem.
McClure’s early view of nature evolved as he made his way from Marysville, Kansas, his
birthplace, to San Francisco, the site of the Six Gallery reading. At age five, when his parents
divorced, McClure was sent to live with his maternal grandfather, Ellis Johnson, in Seattle,
Washington. Johnson was an amateur naturalist who, in McClure’s state of discombobulation,
gave the young boy something concrete he could cling to as he sought a new focus for his life.
McClure drew heavily on his grandfather’s interests in the natural world, where he discovered an
enduring source of nurturing and respect that would play an important role in his writing. In the
closest thing to a biography on McClure, Rod Phillips reveals, “The young boy [McClure] spent
countless hours roaming the beaches and forests of the Pacific Northwest before returning to
Kansas at age twelve, following his mother’s second marriage” (8). As a teenage boy, McClure
studied William Blake and William Butler Yeats, among others—presumably on his own, as no
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mention of his schoolwork is given. Classic poetry helped to foster McClure’s growing
perception of nature as a wellspring of spiritual strength.
Equally influential in his work was McClure’s experience as a student at the University
of Wichita—now Wichita State University—in 1951, where he was exposed to abstract
expressionist artists Jackson Pollock, Clyfford Still, and Mark Rothko. McClure found in their
art a “raw physicality, which seemed to join body and spirit” (Phillips 8). The expressionist
painters were trying to clear the field of visual arts of what they saw as the trappings of past
traditions. McClure’s literary art, some of which would later be denounced, even by friend
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, conveys evidence of his continued effort to break free of conventionality.
On the introductory page of Meat Science Essays, Ferlinghetti stated, “This spate of sensethought, these romantic, intuitive non-essays will rub an awful lot of people the wrong way, as
they have the editor of this book who doesn’t at all agree with McClure’s lush green ideas” (1).
But like Pollock, Still, and Rothko, McClure was attempting to break down conceptual
barriers—not gain academic praise: “‘I did not fear obscurity in my poetry because I believe that
the way to the universal was by means of the most intensely personal. I believed that what we
truly share with others lies in the deepest, most personal, even physiological core—and not in the
outer social world of speech that is used for grooming and transactions’” (qtd in Foster 16).
Perhaps deeper, unnamed senses are needed when viewing or translating a Pollock piece.
McClure was searching for ways to awaken these senses through poetry, and he began
experimenting with language as the primary means to open readers’ eyes—as his had been
opened by the visual artists—to enable a deeper form of immediate engagement with the natural
world of which humans constituted an important part. McClure’s interest in art drove him to San
Francisco, where he moved with his first wife, Joanne Kinnison, whom he met after transferring
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to the University of Arizona. McClure explains his motive: “‘I had arrived in San Francisco
hoping to study with Clyfford Still to add the experience of gestural expressionism and “spiritual
autobiography” to the poetics I was beginning to formulate’” (qtd in Beat Down to Your Soul
371). McClure hoped to take a painting class at the San Francisco Art Institute with Rothko and
Still, but when the poet got to San Francisco, both Rothko and Still had gone. Instead McClure
enrolled in a writing workshop that introduced him to Robert Duncan (8), “‘one of the most
brilliant things’ that happened to him” (qtd. in Portable 264). For one, Duncan’s friendship
fostered the associations that led to McClure’s reading at the Six Gallery in 1955—his second
performance there.
By the time McClure got to the Six Gallery, he’d already performed in Robert Duncan’s
play Faust Fotu, “something like a rollicking amalgam of Goethe’s Faust, Brecht, and a masque
by Ben Johnson if Johnson had been a French surrealist” (Beat Down 372). Of the play, McClure
stated, “‘All of us knew we’d done something outrageous, something that took a little courage in
the silent, cold gray, cold war, chill fifties of suburban tract homes, crew cuts, war machines, and
censorship’” (qtd. in Beat Down 372). Duncan, who “took off his pants and showed the
nakedness of the poet” (372), following the performance, was one of the first gay poets to come
out and publically embrace his sexuality. Such risk-taking may have helped McClure along, as
he moved away from the intellectualized and controlled approach to literary art, just as other
painters and performers were attempting in the fifties. Like them, McClure found inspiration in
the great artistic innovators of the past who similarly experimented with fresh modes of
expression. One of the poems McClure read at Six Gallery on October 7, 1955, “For the Death of
100 Whales,” invokes one such painter, Francisco Goya:
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Turned and twisted
(Goya!!)
Flung blood and sperm.
Incense.
Gnashed at their tails and brothers
Cursed Christ of mammals,
Snapped at the sun,
Ran for the sea’s floor.

(15-22)

“For the Death of 100 Whales” is McClure’s direct response to an article in Time magazine, in
which United States soldiers were commissioned to slaughter one hundred killer whales.
McClure’s allusion to a visual artist, once again, shows his continued interest in and dedication
to the merging of artistic traditions. The poem is also the first time McClure lends his voice to
the defense of nature: “‘I was horrified and angry when I read about the slaughter’” (285),
McClure is quoted as saying in Ann Charters’ The Portable Beat Reader. “‘The slaughter of the
whales was a murder that I thought only Goya could portray in his Horrors of War’” (286).
McClure exposes the illogic of the conduct of the soldiers and attempts to awaken an apathetic
public to its irresponsible treatment of nature.
McClure suggests, in “For the Death of 100 Whales,” that a kinship exists, or should
exist, between man and animal. In Meat Science Essays, he writes: “All men are strange beastanimals with their mysterious histories upon their faces and they stare outward from the walls of
their skin — their hair is fur — secretly far beneath all they are animals and know it” (26). In
another poem McClure read at the Six Gallery, “Point Lobos: Animism,” he takes the connection
between life forms further. McClure says of the poem, “‘I wanted to say how I was overwhelmed
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by the sense of animism—and how everything (breath, spot, rock, ripple in the tidepool, cloud
and stone) was alive and spirited. It was a frightening and joyous awareness of my undersoul’”
(qtd. in Charters, Portable 284). The poem demonstrates the blossoming belief that everything
has a soul:
Of Animism:
I have been in a spot so full of spirits
That even the most joyful animist
Brooded
When all in sight was less to be cared about
Than death
And there was no noise in the ears
That mattered.
(I knelt in the shade
…………….
I formed in my mind
The most beautiful
Of maxims.
How could I care
For your illness or mine?)
This talk of bodies!

(14-34)

Bodies. To McClure, bodies seem to constrict and cut off. Thinking of life in terms of a sole
body or a sole person undermines the living, in all things, around us. McClure’s exploration of
animism and, what he called the “undersoul,” may have been an attempt to find an all-unifying
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feature of nature. This highlights two things: first, McClure’s belief that if he can illuminate the
unification of nature—of not just of humankind, but of humankind and beast-kind and rock-kind
and plant-kind—he might help rid the world of acts like those that inspired “For the Death of 100
Whales.” Second, his growing interest and belief in animism marks the beginning of McClure’s
experimentation with communication—specifically the use of beast language—not just with
language used for “grooming and transactions” but with communication involving the senses or
guts. McClure writes in Scratching the Beat Surface (1982), “I did not want to join Nature by my
mind but by my viscera—my belly” (26). McClure goes on to investigate the world on a
morphological level, studying how each thing in itself comes together to make up a whole.
One way in which McClure continued his artistic journey toward a molecular level of
communion was through the use of hallucinogenic drugs, especially peyote. As evidenced by its
prominent position in Scratching the Beat Surface, McClure’s interpretation of the Beat
Generation, peyote, and the use of other drugs, was a driving force. The first line of the book
reads, “In 1958 I ate the American Indian drug peyote for the first time” (1). McClure also
dedicates a quarter of his Meat Science Essays to detailing his experiences with mushrooms,
peyote, mescaline, LSD, heroin, and cocaine. His continued use of hallucinogens aided in his
ongoing efforts to break things down to a dynamic, morphological level. “Peyote Poem” details
his first experience with the drug, an experience McClure later describes as the separation, or
division, of man: “In the midst of the euphoria of sensory excitement the stomach or solar plexus
can become consciousnesses themselves. — Then there is the additional euphoria of the liberated
half-beings of ourselves” (Meat Science 25). In “Point Lobos: Animism,” McClure takes
animism a step further, engaging with “consciousnesses” outside the body. No longer is it just
that humans and creatures are alive or alike, now McClure turns to rocks and all other inanimate
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objects. If stomachs, hearts, lungs, and rocks have their own consciousnesses, then it makes
sense to say that McClure, indeed, has abolished the “talk of bodies”—nothing is in itself a
whole; nothing is its own. McClure may have found the ultimate source of unification in this
train of thought, but he also may have become aware of his proximity to insanity.
McClure points out: “Men cannot face the discoveries of the new sciences without threat
of insanity” (Meat Science 44). His experience with cocaine led to his experimentation with
beast language—“Groohr, Grahhr, Grahhhhr”—that would dominate his self-published Ghost
Tantras and remain in much of his following work to some degree. McClure’s investigation of
hallucinogenic drugs facilitated a radical view of humankind and its place in the world’s
ecosystem. But in the end, the same mind-altering drugs that transformed McClure’s concept of
humankind and nature were, perhaps, also responsible for spooking him back toward the path
from which he detoured. In an interview, McClure states, “I went on a trip investigating all
hallucinogens and taking all of them I could possibly get my hands on. And what happened is I
took so many, so many times, that I began to have what I called the dark night of the soul”
(UCPressVideo).
It was shortly after this dark reckoning that McClure backed away from the digging into
the molecular world and reawakened his awareness of the struggles and the issues plaguing the
planet around him. His experimentation with drugs had helped him to reflect and finally realize
he needed to return to the outer-world in order to make the kind of difference that had always
been his primary objective. McClure states in Meat Science, “A man who has discovered a cold
bare universe may begin to warm it, as an artist does the world, and when a man has made
enough warmth, or art, he may love again the warm things that preceded his discovery of
iciness” (30). McClure read “For the Death of 100 Whales” at the Six Gallery because he was
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deeply moved by human transgressions against nature, and he produced many other activist or
call-to-action poems throughout his life, but very few during his hallucinogenic period. “The
complexity and richness of peyote dissolves the preconceptions of those who take it,” McClure
states. “All gratuitous choices, such as taking peyote, are a risk for that is part of life. The risk
[is] that of giving up warm preconceptions for a cold unknown where all must be made anew”
(30). However deeply he had descended into this private well of the unknown, McClure found a
way to pull himself out and move forward. He discusses his awakening in a letter to George
Büchner in Meat Science Essays: “I ceased to acknowledge the demands of society. I quit
fighting against the compulsions and repressions for an instant. The barricade made by my
resentment against demands was breeched when I ceased to force back rage—a clarity of myself
and my life poured out of hidden corners. Now I shall be a man of life and action! My hermetic
life and retirement are over!” (8). And it was. Following the sixties—and the height of his
attempts at merging man and animal, or as he might say in The Beard, man and meat—McClure
drastically tames his diction, shying away from the beast language used in Ghost Tantras, and
reinserts himself into society as a poet of the people. Like Allen Ginsberg, McClure becomes a
man of action.
McClure never completely expunges from his poetry the beast language he uses in Ghost
Tantras, but his use of that language becomes less of a roar and more of a soft purr. McClure’s
awareness of his own domestication is evidenced in Rare Angel (1974):
AND
NOW
I am a man within this movie hall
where samurai are slashing with their swords
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and flashlights play upon the concrete walls
and toilets smell like modern kitchens.

AND
I can NEVER let myself
go wild….

(36-45)

McClure returns to activism in his poetry by penning such poems as “Poisoned Wheat,” a poem
that takes stance against the atrocities committed by American soldiers, like the bombing of
fishing villages and wheat fields, during the Vietnam War. Following a trip to South America,
McClure writes “To A Golden Lion Marmoset,” in which he laments the golden lion marmoset,
on the verge of extinction. McClure goes on to serve as a prominent figure in the San Francisco
Renaissance. He gathers with Ginsberg, Gary Snyder, and others during the Great Human Be-In,
that took place on January 15, 1967, in San Francisco. McClure also travels with Snyder to a
United Nations Environmental Conference in 1972.
Since his reading at the Six Gallery, McClure has gone on to publish more than thirty
works of poetry, prose, or plays. He collaborated and associated with musicians like Janis Joplin,
Bob Dylan, and Ray Manzarek of the Doors. His journalism has been featured in Rolling Stone.
McClure went on to teach at the California College of the Arts. He has traveled the world, and
continues today, at the age of eighty-three, to write and read poetry across the country. McClure
has kept his promise to become a man/mammal of action.

Garrett Faylor
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